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Upwave enables optimization early and often with a metric custom built for optimization - 
the Outperformance Indicator - that is simpler to use than statistical significance indicators. 

Optimization:  Actionable insights to leverage mid-campaign

When optimizing a campaign - reallocating budget or traffic between media tactics or creative tactics - 
it's important to use the right metric.  Upwave provides access to Outperformance Indicators for every 
tactic in a campaign.  Outperformance Indicators are simple - they show the probability that a tactic is 
helping a campaign. 

Historically, advertisers waited for statistical significance indicators before making optimization 
decisions.  This is too late in most instances.  That's by design - statistical significance isn't intended to be 
evaluated until a campaign is over. 

Outperformance Indicators combine the information from multiple metrics to create one metric that 
directly answers the optimization question: How likely is it that this tactic is helping the campaign?



Customer Lift
● Full - funnel impact 

awareness to acquisition

● Gives brand campaigns full 
credit they deserve

● Reveals impact of brand 
KPIs on lower funnel

OPTIMIZATION FAQ 

Q. How stable is the Optimization Indicator? 

A. The Optimization Indicator states the probability that a tactic is helping the overall campaign.  As a result, 
this Indicator is also an Indicator of stability: When a publisher has an 80% Optimization Indicator, that means 
there is a 20% probability the Indicator will end the campaign under 50%. 

Q. When can I start making optimization decisions?   Is there a certain threshold at which the Optimization 
Indicator is reliable?  

A.  The important question isn't whether a tactic's Optimization Indicator has reached a certain threshold at 
which point it becomes reliable, but whether this level of confidence that a tactic is helping a campaign is 
sufficient to make a particular optimization decision.  Many optimizations, such as shifting creative rotation 
weights in an ad server or shifting budget between programmatic line items, are lower-stakes decisions that 
are best made on a regular (e.g. weekly) basis and for which a lower threshold can suffice (e.g. when the 
Optimization Indicator is lower then 30% or higher than 70%).  Other optimization decisions, such as removing 
a media partner from a media plan, are higher stakes decisions about which advertisers require 
a higher threshold of confidence.  

Brand Lift
● All cuts reweighted and 

updated nightly

● Unified cross - channel 
performance

● Unlimited cuts

Optimization
● Empowers quicker 

optimization decision making

● Outperformance 
Indicators custom built for 
optimization

● Simpler to use than 
statistical significance

Targeting Verification
● Create on-target demo & 

behavioral profiles

● Verify which partners reach 
brand-specific targets

● Compare targeting 
performance to 
census baselines
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